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THERE ARE TWO OPTIONS FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM 

OPTION #1 - WORKING ON YOUR ORIGINAL SCRIPT IDEA 

Before lockdown you all had a script & role. We have to stick to those for this option. 

NOTES –things to consider in your role in response to your chosen script 

The emphasis is on images/clips but you must provide notes - written in a professional manner - 
that justify your decisions. Do not include any materials without accompanying notes. Your notes 
should AT ALL TIMES refer to your script. Be specific not general. 

PRODUCER to present an overview of the project & outline how they intend to manage the project 

& maximise production value.  

- Locations with images (taken yourself and/or from other sources)

- Breakdown entire script – scene by scene listing logistical items (e.g. location, major props etc.)
- To give a detailed risk assessment that takes into account the COVID virus situation
- Detailed schedule with call sheets

DIRECTOR to outline a clear vision for the project. 

- Use images and/or clips to illustrate style, tone, aesthetic
- Cast – use a ‘money is no object’ style and list your ideal cast. They must be alive and have a

current IMDb profile. Choose age appropriate cast for the script. Most important is that you
justify your choices (beyond things like ‘because they are famous). What does that particular
actor bring to your script?

- Give an overview of how you would like locations to look
- Moodboard - Reference images that suggest tone, colour palette etc. Use frame grabs from

other films, good quality images etc.

CINEMATOGRAPHER to outline how they intend to creatively light scenes in the script & how they 

intend to creatively use the camera to help tell the story & emotion required (angles, shots, moves, 

lenses etc.) 

- Use reference clips and images to illustrate how you intend to light and shoot the script
- Shoot experiments yourself using whatever you have to hand in terms of camera and lights. Tie

your work directly into the script
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SOUND to outline your aims creatively in terms of sound effects, sound design, score etc. 

- Using still photos and clips to put together a soundscape – this can be stuff you shoot yourself
using whatever is at your disposal

- Think about sound design – how will this film sound. Will you highlight certain sounds? Will the
atmosphere be overpowering? Will you use silence

- Give example of score for every scene in the script with full justification
- List the kit you will use on the day scene by scene

EDITOR to outline the tone & pace of the script & how they creatively intend to reflect this in the 

editing of various scenes. 

- Collect materials – clips and scenes from other films that tie directly to the script.
- Editor shot breakdown – list shots you would suggest to the team that you need for the edit.

Be proactive – “I need this shot because…”
- Complete script breakdown

All roles require an extensive script breakdown. This is best done by adding notes to the actual 
script. These can be handwritten then photographed (must be high quality) or by adding notes to 
the pdf using acrobat.  

We are all operating under severe conditions so this will be taken into account in the marking. 
Using your creativity to overcome the challenges you face in your current situation will be 
rewarded and reflected in the marking – so be inventive, innovative and imaginative.  

MARKS BREAKDOWN 

Film Materials – 80% 
Innovation and creativity – 20% 

All materials to be collated and submitted via Turnitin.
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OPTION #2 - MAKE A SHORT FILM 

Develop, write, shoot and edit a 3 minute film that tells a story based on your response to the 

current lockdown/COVID circumstances and/or situation you find yourself in.  

Again you are all operating under very challenging conditions so you will need to get creative and 

use your imagination to make the most of what is at your disposal. 

The film will need a narrative - it can't be a music video or a set of shots set to music. You will need 

to record/download sound and music. You don't necessarily need to have any dialogue but, of 

course, you can if you want. 

Think of the film Lights Out (Google it if you've not seen it). The director was extremely creative 

with what he had and that film landed him a job in Hollywood! 

You will need to submit a development folder with all your research materials - think of this like 

your production board. 

MARKS BREAKDOWN 

Finished Film– 80% 
Development materials – 20% 

Because we can no longer accept physical media such as hard drives etc. you will need to upload 

your film to the internet and provide a link for us to download it. So please allow for this as the 

deadline approaches.  
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